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To Get Biggest
Corn Yields of'best
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plant roots-

gets more good from

euano
ickson last week was a big
Positive force feed sows from 100 to 1,500 lbs. of bguano to the
L
T
acrc- Instantly regulated.
m and should fill the heart
'Plie p] w feet throw two good furrows upon guano at the same
bit gentleman with great Strongly made thruout, large hopper, strong plow wheel with
time. Plow feet are strongly attached to side beams, so that good
steel spokes.
plowing can be done.
li The esteem with which reliable Cole Convenient lever, cuts off flow of guano. Has the
force feed, noiseless as a bicycle. Swivel rod holds
You can leave it without danger of its falling. Graduated
held by his many admirer- distributor rigid while you fill the hopper.
hitch post adjusts the weight on the plows.
no doubt be a big incentive
Styles of Planters end Distributors to Meet Every Need
ringing out his best services
Besides
these
machines we have the Universal Single Foot (c ither force feed or Knocker). Universal Double Foot Knocker and
capital.
i national
other styles suited to different
Discard your old out-of-date trouble making planter or
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goods arriving daily. New Spring Silks,
Woolens/Cottons, Linens and Notions.
New Spring Ladies Suits, Dresses, Cloaks,
Waists. New Spring Clothing for Men
and Boys. New Spring Shoes for Men,
Women and Children. The latest in
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No'time like the present for preparing for
an£early| Spring. IfWe have the very
latest styles that the season offers. New
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Iwo strong universal plow feet are furnished free. By recultivaf.r and attaching plow feet, you have the best macaine tor sowing guano and
throwing two good furrows upon it.
, hc '>"Pper holds * sack, and spreads uniformly any H
quantity
from 100 lbs. to 2000 lbs. to the acre
Pays for itself in labor saved-doubles the good from guano.
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Prepare the ground thoroughly, and use seed
variety carefully selected. It is absolutely necessary
keep the crop well nourished when the demand to
is
heaviest—when the ear is maturing. Before planting
and during growth apply

Yirginia-Carolina

Other

Mterm that hit our county
week was general in its naTexas, Alabama Georgia
sporting storms on that

I

saving Coles!

distributor, hitch up to
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Come and see them now.

one of these
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The Cole is doubly guaranteed. The maker guarantees it. \Ve guarantee it.
Every machine must prove a practical daily working success in your field, no matter if the soil is rough or smooth, level or
with crooked rows Or straight.
They are made as good as money and brains can make them—sold at a fair price to everybody. Come and see these machiaM,
Get ready for planting time.
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James Money Vardanian, Son
of Senator Vardoman has been
admitted to practice law.
The sale of the property of National Warehouse Cos. at Jackson
Saturday brought only a little
over half of the indebtedness of
that concern.
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With proper cultivation you will greatly" increase the
yield and work wonders in producing large, full ears with
plump, sound grains of corn —that bring good prices
and big profits. Our FARMERS’ YEAR BOOK or
almanac for 1913 tells how to make the most profit out
of corn-growing. One will be mailed you free on request.

HJ^l^^jHyirginia-Carolina
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Sole Distributors, Meridian, Miss.
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Wf Justice White of Louis•dministered the oath of
to President-Elect Wilson
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VIRQINIA=CAROLINA FERTILIZER
For Sale By
MARS BROTHERS. Philadelphia, Miss.
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A whole lot of republican
Mr. Kasdan has just returned from a trip to the markets,
preparing
are
officeholders
j having bought the most uptodate Spring line of Merchandise
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to give up their jobs during' | that this town has ever seen. Ladies, Mens and Childrens
has passed the Webb Lent.
i low cut Shoes in all styles, also a beautiful line of Clothing and
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President Wilson

Hang your slipholder on the kitchen wall, Mr,
Housekeeper, or wherever it is most convenient. It is part of

has announc-

ed that the Vice President will
set in cabinet meetings hereafter
and the President will make daily visits to the capital building
enabling him to keep in closer
touch with congress.
Other fertilizers may analyze
as good as Laurel but the diflerence is the ingredients in the
Laurel goods give better results,
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Kasdans Corner Store

Insure your

The Laurel Oil and Fertilizer Laurel fertilizer.
goods and the

Cos., makes the
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Tth ®P n 'y,rlt \n 8 Method of handling accounts. By the use
McCtikcy System we furnish each customer with a
i
r after every purchase.
slip
sale
This sale slip shows what was
bought, the price paid for each item and the last previous
balances all footed up.
I
Our customers have the same record of their accounts as
we, and in the same handwriting. Our customers always
know
what they owe, their accounts cannot grow over night.
,
K’ The McCaskey System protects you against error, it
saves time and labor for us.
would like to have an opportunity of explaining our
a.
McCaskey System to you.
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On The Square,
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Laurel Cotton Oil Meal is desired by those who want the best.
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H. B.

TURNER COMPANY
PHILADELPHIA, MISS.
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